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Democracy institutionalizes what is at stake in the famous slogan of Clausewitz in-
verted by Michel Foucault: “Politics is the continuation of war by other means.”2 
The struggles for power regularly performed in the elections of democratic systems 
recognize conflicts, offering them a symbolic outlet, but they never resolve these 
conflicts. Yet another parallel with Foucault’s slogan arises because if one agrees that 
politics is a continuation of war, then politics ceases to exist, for there is no longer a 
war (conflict). The end of conflict entails the end of politics. 

Elections and the succeeding shifts in power are in no way to be understood as a 
resolution of the ongoing struggles within society. Instead “they are a recognition of 
the latter’s existence. The conflicts remain in themselves and, as democracy’s driv-
ing motor, its fate.”3 Hence society is marked by division. To follow Claude Le-
fort’s ideas on democracy this far (I will return to them in detail) has several conse-
quences for a conceptualization of democracy. Democracy can only be fully con-
ceived when its specific relation to history is taken into account, not in an analysis 
that concentrates on the depiction and installation of specific institutions, rights, or 

                                           
1  Work on this paper was supported by the Austrian Academy of Sciences. 
2  Foucault 1986, p. 8. 
3  Compare Lefort 1990, pp. 90-94. 
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practices. If conflict never finds a real resolution in a democratic system, then rec-
onciliation is endlessly postponed, and society can in fact break into parts but can 
never result in a fulfillment or reach a final target.4 It has no telos, and its course or 
outcome cannot be thought of as teleological. Rather its historical development is 
radically contingent. Lefort himself made the following oft-quoted remark: “The 
important point is that democracy is instituted and sustained by the dissolution of 
the markers of certainty.”5 

The connection of contingency to the continuity of a system signified by an open 
end with respect to its further development and by ongoing divisions within it 
seems plausible in the horizon of a deconstruction of society’s supposedly homoge-
neous identity. But in an article by Lefort and Gauchet, “On Democracy: The Po-
litical and the Institution of the Social” (originally a series of lectures at the Univer-
sity of Caen in 1966-7; edited by Marcel Gauchet), there is a sentence that some-
how contradicts, as I will attempt to explain, this matrix of contingency. Lefort and 
Gauchet claim: “Democracy emerges necessarily in that era in which class struggle 
becomes identifiable for itself.”6 In other words, class struggle stands necessarily at 
the beginning of democracy. But two concepts in this sentence are rather confusing, 
for at first sight they do not seem to fit into an interpretation of Lefort’s theory of 
democracy as basically open and contingent: the main term, “class struggle”, and 
the adverb “necessarily”. I would even claim that this sentence of Lefort and 
Gauchet might be seen as constituting a paradox, on the one hand establishing a 
discourse of contingency in connection with their concept of democracy, and on the 
other hand indicating a necessity with regard to its historical development. In fact 
this is not the case, although in the course of this analysis, we shall see why this sus-
picion is not far-fetched, and why this misreading is linked to a tendency to sim-
plify the complexity of Lefort’s and Gauchet’s approach. It is worth taking a second 
look because this almost paradoxical statement indicates how democracy is related 
to history and, moreover, how contingency is linked to necessity. Democracy is the 
historical society par excellence, as Lefort once claimed. But this is where necessity 
comes into play. For it is precisely the contingent foundation of democracy which 
takes into account embeddedness in actual power structures and society’s hege-
monic dispositions. 

                                           
4  Ibid. 
5  Lefort, 1988, p. 19. 
6  Lefort and Gauchet, 1990, p. 91. 
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What is Lefort saying in the quotation? Is it just a remark about a historic fact? A 
remark about the French Revolution – its struggle for democratic change on the 
one hand, and its marches for bread on the other? Historians might interrupt nerv-
ously at this point, wishing to clarify this distorted picture of history. They could 
probably give historical evidence that if we take the French Revolution as democ-
racy’s initial moment, then it was not the proletarian class struggle – which is al-
luded to in the quote, and which is what we commonly refer to in speaking of class 
struggle – but the struggle between the bourgeoisie and the aristocracy which stood 
at the beginning of democracy. 

Thanks to this clarification it remains unresolved whether the connection be-
tween democracy and (sticking to the term used by Lefort in order to find out why 
he is using it) class struggle was a mere historical coincidence or whether there is 
something which connects democracy and class struggle more internally or instrin-
sically, as indicated by the adverb “necessarily.” Perhaps some causation or, let us 
say, class struggle is the very condition of democracy. And if we assume that there is 
more to the nexus between democracy and class struggle, are we not getting to a 
point where Lefort again reduces all societal antagonism to this single contradiction 
between classes? Is it a remnant of Lefort’s Marxist past? Is he reproducing the old 
mistake of Marx, thinking of antagonism only in the sense of class antagonism?7 At 
any rate, Lefort raises an old question: is class struggle a variable, a struggle among 
others on the “battlefield” of society? In short, is class struggle an x? 

What is at stake in this question? Is it at all worth asking again? Haven’t many 
others given answers to it already? Why should I be bothering to find an answer to a 
question already given on several occasions? One might call it suspicion, but I think 
the question is not only a relic of a theoretical practice overcome some time ago, 
but a symptom of this practice. Precisely because I think I know the answer. 

So what is the answer held back here? It is that yes, of course class struggle is an 
x. It is one struggle among other equally important contingent struggles with civil 
society – the feminist struggle, the anti-racist struggle, the environmental struggle, 
just to mention some of them – all of which struggle around specific agendas not 
tied to substantial identities. There is not the one and only core struggle in democ-
racy, the essential class struggle. Such a struggle is fictitious; it is Marx’s mistake. 
Lefort himself speaks enthusiastically about the current phenomenon of particularist 
fights: “At the periphery of the big parties, minority groups mobilize public opinion 

                                           
7  Mouffe, 1993, p. 408. 
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around concrete targets such as environmental protection, the dangers of nuclear 
energy, arbitrary dismissals, insecurity in the cities and suburbs and the fate of im-
migrants.”8 

So how is it possible that the same person who said democracy is necessarily 
emerging when class struggle identifies itself, refers to today’s contingent struggles 
with adoration? What is democracy’s connection to these contingent struggles? Can 
we substitute the term class struggle in the initial quotation arbitrarily with, say, 
struggle against nuclear weapons, hence: democracy emerges necessarily in that era 
in which the struggle against nuclear weapons identifies itself? Yes and no. 

Before I explain what I mean by this ambiguous statement let me return to the 
line of argument. Has it brought us any closer to an answer to the question than 
that I found out what I already knew, namely, that the answer to the question, Is 
class struggle an x?, is already given, and that Lefort himself appreciates this answer 
when he honors multiple struggles in civil society? The suspicious moment of this 
statement occurs, however, when one reflects on the character of this supposedly 
compelling question and answer pair. What is a question when there is already an 
answer to it? Is it still a question? It is rather a fact, a “true” depiction of reality. 

Still suspicious, I would suggest approaching the subject as I previously intended, 
by posing a question about a question. What is at stake when I repeat the question, 
Is class struggle an x? The yes of my answer is always already more than only a yes. 
It is like putting a signature underneath a contract which contains a lot of very fine 
print. It brings into play an inclination toward a specific discourse, or can be de-
picted as a positioning on an existing theoretical field. 

The statement: yes, class struggle is a struggle among equally valuable struggles, 
leads to a chain of categories. The contingency of struggles, the contingency of his-
tory, the contingency of the agents of civil movements, the impossibility of a clo-
sure of society or the open character of the social field or, more “carefully” depicted, 
the impossibility of society as a homogeneous totality. 

How are these categories connected? The discourse of a contingency of struggles 
sets up a certain logic which renders these categories relatively dependent on each 
other. Only when society is not conceptualized as a homogeneous totality but rather 
as divided into different heterogeneous groups that struggle with each other, can 
one speak of a contingency of struggles. These struggles then lead to an openness of 
the historical horizon, to its contingency. (Some of the terms hint at the terminol-

                                           
8  Lefort, 1998, p. 2. 
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ogy of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe9, which does not mean that I identify 
their work with the depicted discourse,10 and by the way one can find similar ex-
pressions in Lefort’s work.) 

The question is signified by a specific discourse. But to what degree is it also a 
signifier of a blind spot, if I take it seriously in its supposedly symptomatic dimen-
sion? Is it possible to reformulate the question Is class struggle an x? in other, possi-
bly more abstract terms? With this move I suddenly catch myself having expected 
there to be only one interpretation of the question. Now, I have to admit more than 
one possible reading. The answer was somehow devoted to the question of whether 
class struggle is a conflict which is substantial in society. But what about the follow-
ing reading of the question: Is class struggle a conflict which is constitutive of soci-
ety? How, then, was it possible to read it in such an unambiguous way in the first 
place? Was the answer given therefore an ideological answer, and if so, what does it 
fail to recognize? 

Nevertheless, I would like to stick to the first interpretation of the question. If we 
want to arrive at the same conclusion we have already drawn from it, the equivalent 
answer now is no. But what happens if we say yes? Yes, class struggle is a conflict 
which is substantial in society. This answer refers in an analogous way to a theoreti-
cal field, in which one category leads to another. It is older than the already men-
tioned discourse. (To reduce confusion, I will refer to the older discourse as the first 
discourse, even though it is not clear how far it is retrospectively constructed, and to 
the more recent discourse as the second discourse.) 

Answering the question whether class struggle is substantial in society with a yes 
means, in the sense of the fine print on a contract, saying identities are substances, 
history is teleology, and society is a totality. In contrast to contingency it is the logic 
of the necessary which is the dominant element in this discourse. One might recog-
nize this discourse as traditional Marxism.11 At any rate, it makes it obvious that the 
term class struggle as well as the term necessarily do fit into this first discourse while 
democracy finds its horizon in the second. Now, have I come across the expected 
                                           
9  Laclau, Mouffe, 1991 
10  Zizek, p. 5-6., 1989 
11  Compare Marchart, 1998, pp. 92-3; “This traditional (Marxist) notion implies two intercon-

nected features: (1) there exists a certain fundamental antagonism possessing an ontological 
priority to ‘mediate’ all other antagonisms, determining their place and their specific weight 
(class antagonisms, economic exploitation); (2) historical development brings about, if not a 
necessity, at least an ‘objective possibility’ of solving this fundamental antagonism and, in this 
way, mediating all other antagonisms...” Zizek, 1989, p. 3. 
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paradox? Does the phrase, “democracy emerges necessarily in that age in which class 
struggle becomes identifiable for itself,” mix two discourses that one cannot mix 
unless one means to construct a paradox? 

In order to answer these questions, I need to know something about their mode 
of relation. How, then, are they related? 

In the historical perspective – when we look at these two discourses in the order 
in which they are developed – they describe a narrative of gradual development 
from a traditional essentialist Marxist politics of class to the radical contingency of 
civil conflicts (the so-called post-marxist politics12): a problematic curve of a pro-
gressive historical process, with the by-product of an evolutionary construction of 
history. In a non-historical perspective, a perspective which assumes these discourses 
at the same time in the same space, a confrontation between two discourses is con-
structed simultaneously which leads to a contradiction. 

The opposition of the answers yes and no continues to exist in a confrontation of 
the discourse they generate. Each of the categories is linked to a complementary one 
in the opposite field, resulting in two chains of opposed categories: 

• Teleology versus Contingent History 
• Totality versus the Impossibility of Totality 
• Substance versus Contingency 
Hence the duality of the discourses not only leads to a choice, but forms a di-

chotomy: teleology, totality, and substance on the one hand; contingent history and 
the impossibility of totality on the other. 

A decision in favor of one of the categories against the others seems inevitable. 
But is it a theoretical rupture that becomes manifest here? Isolde Charim argues in 
an analogous case that “theory breaks like one breaks up a friendship.” The second 
discourse replaces the first like a new product replaces last year’s model. 

Coming up with a question that makes possible only two opposite answers only 
to complain about the dichotomy inherent in the question seems like intentionally 
constructing a vicious circle. But Lefort’s own work legitimizes this step because one 
can find traces of this dichotomy in it. Honored with the Hannah Arendt prize, he 
said: 

                                           
12  “The basic feature of so-called ‘post-Marxism’ (...): almost any of the antagonisms which, in 

the light of Marxism, appear to be secondary can take over this essential role of mediator for 
all the others.” Zizek, 1989, p. 4. 
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When I was young and politically engaged, one had to, insofar as 
one belonged to the Left, decide between revolutionary and reformist 
targets. For my part, as I was a Marxist and militantly engaged in a 
Trotskyite party, I took the side of a revolutionary perspective.... It 
took me more than fifteen years to notice and publicly speak out that 
revolution is a myth in a democratic society, and that one could be-
come a reformist and at the same time be a radical....13 

This statement, made in 1998, can either be taken as a sign of resignation or ap-
preciated for its realistic judgment about the current development of democratic 
societies. However, both positions accept the premise that revolution and reform 
are fundamentally different. Lefort places revolution in opposition to reform and 
declares the need for an either/or decision. Moreover, he claims that revolution is a 
myth in democratic societies, and he links democracy to reformism, which gives 
even more evidence for the exclusive character of this decision. 

The opposition between the two practices is an effect. It is embedded in the 
theoretical concept itself. Political practice turns out to be something that results 
from and is not prior to a specific concept of the dynamics of society. In this logic, 
it becomes evident which one of the depicted discourses renders possible the con-
cept of a revolution and which one the reformist alternative. The precondition of a 
revolution is a concept of history which, as in a teleological development, makes 
reconciliation possible. Reform, however, is tied to a concept of society as an open 
space with an open end (without reconciliation but never-ending contingent 
changes). Lefort must take such a critical position with respect to revolution (revo-
lution is a myth) because a revolution requires, theoretically speaking, a set of cate-
gories (totality, substantial class identity, teleology) which contradict his concept of 
democracy. 

As mentioned at the beginning, for Lefort democracy is more than just a certain 
system with a specific set of institutions (e.g. parliament) and rights (e.g. the vote). 
He depicts a principle at the core of society in general: conflict. The specificity of 
democracy is now the recognition of this principle. Concretely, he calls attention to 
the right to vote alongside the installation of an empty place of power that can only 
be taken provisionally, not so much for the participatory qualities of this right or 
even as one dimension of popular self-governing processes. Instead, Lefort concep-
tualizes democracy as a struggle for power (which is guaranteed in elections) that 

                                           
13  Lefort, 1998, p. 2. 
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provides a symbolic outlet for the real conflict (class struggle). It is a symbolic rec-
ognition of the existence of conflict rather than the solution of a particular conflict. 
I spoke of a fundamental division in the midst of society because of its conflictual 
character, through the installation of a struggle for power (which symbolically ex-
ternalizes power from society) another division comes into play: the division be-
tween society and power. The result is the appearance of society, because it can only 
identify itself as an identity from an imagined exterior place.14 

Does Lefort ascribe a substantial content to society in general and to democracy 
in particular in this analysis? The opposite is the case: Lefort empties the signifier 
“democracy”. Precisely because of their gesture toward giving civil conflict a sym-
bolic outlet, aleatory conflicts and their hegemonic struggles decide the fate of a so-
ciety. And democracy becomes what Lefort claims is the historical society par excel-
lence.15 

Lefort is a post-foundationalist. Both contingency and the empti-
ness of the place of power indicate that society is not built on a stable 
ground; they designate the absence of social or historical necessity; the ab-
sence of a positive foundation of society. What they also designate, 
however, is that the dimension of ground does not simply disappear 
since it remains present as absent. This is the point where democracy 
enters the stage ... as the institutional recognition and discursive actu-
alization of the absence of a positive ground of society.16 

All of these criteria of democracy provide reasons to link it to what I called the 
second discourse: contingent history, contingent conflicts, and a society character-
ized by division and not homogeneity. Taking up Lefort’s own vocabulary, one can 
refer to a democratic society as an open question. “In fact, this system inscribes itself 
nowhere except at the site of a question.”17 And because the solution of society’s 
struggles is perpetually postponed, society never remains the same. Change becomes 
institutionalized, rupture transformed into steady movement, discontinuity into 
continuity. 

                                           
14  “That this [social space] itself, despite (or because of) its numerous divisions, orders itself as 

these same divisions in their numerous dimensions, implies reference to a place from which 
this space is to be seen, read, and named. Power evidences itself as this symbolic pole.” Lefort, 
1999, p. 49. 

15  Lefort, 1990, p. 291. 
16  Marchart, 2000, p. 51. 
17  Lefort, 1990, p. 90. 
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Calling attention again to Lefort’s sentence: democracy emerges necessarily in 
that era in which class struggle identifies itself, seems to give evidence for the claim 
that it is a paradoxical statement. Even within Lefort’s own theoretical approach it 
does not seem to make sense to speak of necessity. For how can Lefort speak of a 
necessary connection between class struggle and democracy if, as Marchart’s inter-
pretation of Lefort claims, democracy is signified by an absence of social or historical 
necessity, and democracy neither has a necessary development nor is connected to 
any necessary ground? 

What are the consequences of this concept of democracy? How is the concept of 
contingency as a foundation for democracy to be understood? Can one apply the 
reproach Chantal Mouffe makes against liberal thinkers to Lefort’s reference to the 
notion of exclusion in democracies? Mouffe writes, 

This is something that pluralist liberals do not understand because 
they are blind to power relations. They agree on the need to extend the 
sphere of rights in order to include groups hitherto excluded, but they 
see that process as a smooth one of progressive inclusion in citizen-
ship.... The problem with such an approach is that it ignores the limits 
imposed on the very extension of pluralism by the fact that some exist-
ing rights have been constituted on the very exclusion or subordina-
tion of the rights of other categories.18 

Is Lefort’s approach equally blind to power relations as that of these pluralist lib-
erals? No, one cannot blame Lefort for this. But reading Lefort in this way is what I 
would call a symptomatic reading. Contingency is conceptualized from out of 
power relations and democracy is conceptualized as a system without totalizing as-
pects. This reading is due to an assumed contradiction between contingency and 
totalizing effects expressed in the dichotomy of the depicted discourses. It installs a 
blind spot where democracies have exclusionary effects. 

In order to depict Lefort’s approach adequately we must take a second look a this 
theory. When Lefort speaks of the dissolution of the markers of certainty, it is not 
meant to be a banal statement. If not recognized in a more profound dimension, 
Marchart writes, it “would be reduced to the trivial insight that many a thing is un-
certain in our modern times (a banality which has been elevated to the level of sci-
ence by so-called risk theorists).”19 So how is Lefort’s claim to be understood? 

                                           
18  Mouffe, 1996, p 236. 
19  Marchart, 2000, p. 51. 
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Up to now I have suggested two different perspectives on the two discourses de-
veloped in this analysis: the historical perspective (diachronic), building a develop-
ment, and the synchronic, building a dichotomy. But Lefort does not only replace 
the old field with a more fashionable one. He dismisses the traditional concepts 
only to a degree, shifting their position away from the center. When Lefort says that 
revolution in a democratic state is a myth, we can take his words literally. Revolu-
tion becomes part of the imaginary. 

Hence what Lefort is doing is distinguishing between different constitutive di-
mensions of society. He employs Jacques Lacan’s differentiation of the real/the 
imaginary (on the intersubjective level) and the symbolic (as the whole of relations), 
though he does not always employ it in a rigorous way.20 

Lefort himself defines the symbolic dimension as “instituting access to the 
world.”21 Marchart explains: “One could say that for Lefort, the symbolic defines 
the very way in which the chiasmatic, instituting dimension of society – its self-
externalization – is operationalized and institutionalized.”22 An example is the con-
cept of totality: Lefort still refers to it, but in a decentered way. Society does build a 
totality but only on a symbolic level – or better to skip the use of “only” because 
what seems to take up only a symbolic dimension in fact excludes many from what 
it constitutes as society.23 

Returning to the initial problem of class struggle, what can we derive from this 
observation for an analysis of its theoretical status? To take fully into account what 
Lefort means by class struggle, we must multiply the category and apply it to the 
three different orders of the real, the imaginary, and the symbolic. Class struggle is 
not just an empirical fact. It has a symbolic, a real, and an imaginary dimension. 

What is class struggle actually doing to society? It is splitting society into differ-
ent entities, fractions, and in this case most obviously into classes. Hence on the 

                                           
20  “Lefort’s usage of terms like ‘the real’ and ‘reality’ is not always consistent and he sometimes 

employs these terms interchangeably. … At any rate, for Lefort, reality (what he calls facts) is 
discursive in nature since ‘there is no institution which is not organized within a linguistic ac-
tivity.’ Thus facts are defined by Lefort as first-order language, while the symbolic and the 
imaginary mise-en-forme is defined as second-order language.” Marchart 2000, p. 66. 

21  “Both the political and the religious confront philosophic thought with the symbolic – not in 
the sense that the social sciences have given it, but in the sense that both institute access to 
the world through their own articulations.” Lefort 2000. 

22  Marchart, 2000 p. 66. 
23  Cf. Bernard Flynn: “For Lefort, the symbolic Order is that which deploys the ‘within and 

without’; it is what operates this distinction.” Flynn, quoted in Marchart, 2000, p. 66. 
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level of the real we cannot speak of a unity referring to society, but only of division. 
However, because class struggle (in the sense of the real) is not part of the symbolic 
order, the division which it causes does not becomes visible unless it results in riots. 
It is not represented on the stage of the political. Still, the splitting and disturbing 
involved in class struggle remains a threat to society, to its unity when, for example, 
class struggle takes the form of an uprising. 

Lefort describes the place of class struggle (in the sense of the real) in society as 
origin. But this is to be understood neither in the sense of a mere historical fact 
(which is over now) nor in the sense of an a priori nor as something like a meta-
physical essence of society. It is merely the result of struggle, class struggle – admit-
ting at the same time that the term “result” is terribly misleading because it has al-
ways already happened. One cannot reach the point of its production. The origin 
associated with class struggle has the ambivalent status of being neither absent nor 
present. We cannot inscribe it into a historical chronology or experience it. Desiring 
to experience it, we can only note that it has already happened. Appropriately, Le-
fort called one of his lectures, “Society is not a Society of Individuals,” which means 
that our starting point is already one of exchange and conflict among individuals. 

The imaginary enters the stage as a form of concealment of the dimension of the 
real. Speaking about the impossibility of giving class struggle a precise historical 
date I was already touching the dimension of the imaginary. As Lefort claims, the 
imaginary does in fact relate to the real like the distorted image we see of ourselves 
in the Lacanian mirror-stage – unifying what is actually fragmented.24 So when we 
come to the point of the impossibility of experiencing the origin or inscribing it 
into a chronology of incidents, it is the discourse of the imaginary that makes possi-
ble the writing of history (as facts of truth) and the concealment of society’s distur-
bances. The imaginary shifts the position of the thinker or the historian into a posi-

                                           
24  Dick Howard characterizes Lefort’s notion of the imaginary (l’imaginaire) as follows: “The 

Freudian term which in the work of Jacques Lacan conceptualizes the representational di-
mension of psychic functioning, the image of itself which the human needs in order to func-
tion as a social being. This self-image is articulated by Lacan in terms of the oedipal drama 
where the father represents the law, indicating to the male child what is socially forbidden, 
and therewith teaching the child his place in society. Analogously, the social imaginaire 
would represent the law of society’s structuring, telling it what is and is not legitimate, what 
can and cannot be changed, and ultimately defining and limiting its self-identity. The imagi-
naire, symbolically articulated, structures the scientific, religious, and aesthetic discourse 
through which a society comes to know itself. Its function is to neutralise the conflictual ori-
gins of the social, to create the illusion of permanence and necessity which characterized the 
‘society without history.’” 1988, p. 216, quoted in Marchart. 
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tion, which Lefort calls a flight over history, an outsider’s position, which allows a 
total overview of history. Hence it is the imaginary which makes class struggle a his-
torical event that belongs to the past and is now over. As such, the statement: de-
mocracy emerges necessarily in the same era in which class struggle becomes identi-
fiable for itself, makes reference to a past historical event. 

But it remains to take the symbolic dimension into account. I said that class 
struggle is not represented within democratic society. But this is only partially true. 
It is, according to Lefort, precisely the recognition of class struggle that becomes the 
foundation for a democratic regime. But this recognition transforms class struggle 
(in the sense of the original division) into a competition for power, into a conflict 
for representation, and shifts the class struggle onto the stage of the political. 

Let me quote the statement once again: “Democracy emerges necessarily in the 
same era in which class struggle becomes identifiable for itself.” One can now con-
clude that the historical necessity expressed in this statement makes democracy a 
relation rather than a substance (as it would be in the first discourse). Class struggle 
which becomes identifiable for itself is nothing else but the appearance of society. 
The installation of an empty place of power external to society enables one to iden-
tify society, which according to Lefort is precisely what happens in democracy – its 
principle, as I argued above. The second part of Lefort’s statement – class struggle 
becomes identifiable for itself – states the very principle of democracy. 

Class struggle in the sense of the real builds the point of reference of what is sys-
tematized in democratic regimes, and thus altered in form, into class struggle as a 
struggle for power. Democracy stands for an establishment of a relation between the 
real of class struggle (the original division) and the symbolic dimension of class 
struggle (the competition for power). 

Still open is the question of why this is called class struggle and not any other 
conflict. What is the relation of class struggle to the original division? Does it ex-
press a necessary relation? I would say yes. But this is not due to any essential con-
nection between class and conflict. Rather, it refers to the hegemonic historic con-
stellation or the dominant discourse of interpretation. Origin only becomes intelli-
gible when identified as class struggle and not the other way round. The relation to 
the origin is never one of mere observation but always one of an intuitive gesture. It 
is not wrong, but it is never fully grasped in all its dimensions. 

In conclusion I will quote Lefort one more time: “Democracy is necessarily 
emerging when class struggle identifies itself.” This statement now includes several 
layers analyzing the relation between democracy and class struggle. First, one can 
argue that the expressed necessity of the connection between both parts of the sen-
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tence is due to their congruency. Second, the term class struggle makes reference to 
the specific historical condition of a specific power structure and, of course, to the 
representation of this struggle in literature (through Guizot, Thiers or Marx).25 
Hence contingency is not to be confused with indifference or uncertainty. 

Why does class struggle and not the fight against nuclear weapons stand at the 
beginning of democracy? The answer is banal. There are historical reasons why it 
does. 

                                           
25  Foucault, 1996, pp. 48-49. 
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